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   Needs Analysis tool – Helping you drive better business value through 

smarter up-front conversations

    Curation Design tool – Helping you align to the needs of the people 

through a process of quality gathering and sharing of content 

    Communication Plan Launch tool – Helping you build a launch plan to 

communicate expectations and improve engagement

    The Power Hour tool – A framework to help your managers create the 

space for their teams to grow

    Improving Impact tool – Helping you prove and improve the impact of 

your learning solutions

We will be releasing more tools in this  

series so stay connected with our publishing 

partner Go1 to be the first to find out!

Contents:

As the Emerging Stronger team, our mission is to empower L&D professionals to take the bold 

action needed to positively impact business.

We are committed to supporting you to achieve this with practical steps and tools to apply 

evidence-informed approaches. For this reason we’ve created a toolkit of five tools to 

complement the Future-Fit eBook, and a guided journey to help you put the principles and tools 

into practice.



Needs Analysis Tool
Drive better business value through smarter up 
front conversations.



This tool works best when used in conjunction with the other tools 
in this series 

1.  Needs analysis tool 
2.  Curation decision tool 
3.  Communication plan launch tool 
4.  The power hour tool 
5.  Improving impact tool 
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Laura Overton
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Shannon Tipton
Learning Architect

These tools have been brought to you in partnership with  
Emergent Stronger — Shannon Tipton, Laura Overton and 
Michelle Ockers.
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Introduction
If you want to make sure your courses and content add the most value, make sure they address 
the real underlying problem. In reality, sometimes they don’t. Just because someone asks for 
training, it doesn’t mean that training is the best thing for them. That’s where this needs analysis 
conversation guide and process can really help.  Ultimately the direction of the first conversation 
you have will determine the value you can add. This tool helps you to have smarter up front 
conversations to save you time, and target attention and effort to what matters most.

A key concept underlying this tool is that the purpose of a learning solution in an organisation 
is to bring about change. Your solution should  help people to change behaviour in a way that 
benefits your organisation and people. By using this tool to conduct a robust needs analysis your 
organisation will see improvements in areas such as:

   Alignment of learning solutions to business needs

   Early buy in leading to greater support to apply training in the workplace

   Behavioural change as a result of learning solutions

   Performance impact of learning solutions
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Who is this tool for?
Anyone within an organization responsible for providing learning 
solutions. This tool offers a simple, powerful process for those 
who want to add value in a limited period of time. It is especially 
useful for those newer to learning roles.

For those who would like to explore more advanced analysis 
tools refer to the list provided at the end of this tool.

When to use this tool?
Use this tool to have an initial conversation to understand the 

real need when you:

   receive a request for a course or content

   are engaged to support a business project or change

   identify a performance issue or opportunity in the business
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This tool  
will help you:

Invite and engage stakeholders to analyse a need with you1.

Shape the design of learning solutions to achieve impact6.

Ask questions and uncover data to understand the performance  
gap and business need

2.

Identify the target audience and what behaviours they must adopt  
to improve performance

3.

Clarify the best levers to drive behaviour change (knowledge, skills,  
motivation or environment)

4.

Determine whether a learning solution is required5.
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How to use this tool
Use this tool to guide a 20-30 minute conversation with someone requesting your support with 
a course, business project or change. Capture outputs in the template during this conversation. 
After your conversation, improve upon your draft by identifying assumptions or statements to test 
with others. Seek supporting data and have further conversations with relevant people to refine 
and finalise your needs analysis. 

This tool should be used before you start designing a solution. Depending on the solution you identify 
as appropriate you may want to follow it with another tool from this toolkit (e.g. Curation Decision tool).

Your conversation will consist of two steps:

This tool provides guidance notes on for each part of the conversation, including 
conversation starters/prompters. These notes are followed by a template to record output. 
A worked example is provided to show you what a completed template might look like. 

Read through this tool fully before using it for the first time. Feel free to refer to the 
guidance notes during your conversation.

Step 1 Step 2Business needs Audience needs

 a.  Start the conversation

 b.  Identify business benefits

 c.  Define success

 d.  Gather data

 a.  Identify target groups

 b.  Define actions to be taken by group

 c.  Describe group

 d.  Identify limiting factors

 e.  Determine if a learning solution will help
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Invite the person requesting your help to explore the need with you. Do this by asking a simple 
question such as:

  Can we please take a little time so I can understand what you want to achieve with 
this program. 

  Do you have time to answer a few questions to help me understand how to deliver a 
solution that will meet your needs.

Identify the business problem or opportunity that needs to be addressed. Ask questions  
such as:

  How will you know if this project / program has been successful?

  What problem are you trying to solve?

A useful follow up question if they have difficulty clearly defining business benefits or focus on 
learning objectives is ”And what will that give you?”  Ask this as many times as you need to get 
to business benefits.

Step 1.
Business needs

a. Start the conversation

b. Identify business benefits
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Step 1.
Business needs

For each benefit describe what will be different as a result of the solution. Guide the 
conversation to business outcomes and benefits - refer to table 1 for examples. If possible 
identify relevant business metrics and agree a target. Ask questions such as:

  How do you currently measure that?
  Would you expect that metric to go up or down if we solve this problem?  
By how much?

It can be difficult to isolate the impact of your solution from other factors. Don’t let that put 
you off – monitoring business metrics gives you feedback that can be used to explore what is 
happening in the business and why.

Gather data on existing performance against metrics.

Table 1. Sample business benefits and metrics

Benefit Metric and Target

Improved Safety Reduce number of injuries per year by 25%

Reduced Staff Turnover Reduce staff turnover by 20%

Increased Sales Increase sales by 30%

c.

d.

Define success

Gather data
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Our organisation manufactures and distributes packaged foods with a limited shelf life. 
There has been an increase in wastage due to product not meeting quality standards 
after manufacture. There was also a recent product recall from some of our distributor 
warehouses.

Step 1.  
Business needs
Worked Example

Business problem or opportunity.  
Describe business problem or opportunity that needs to be addressed.

Business benefits.  
Describe the outcomes or benefits of successfully addressing the business problem or 
opportunity.

Benefit Success Indicator / Metric Current Performance Data Target Performance

Reduced product wastage Production wastage $2m annually $500k annually

Protect product and brand reputation Consumer Net Promoter Score NPS - 8 No reduction in NPS due to product 
safety concerns

Avoid fines and legal fees associated 
with breaching food safety regulations

Fines $1.5m in past year Six months without any fines in  
1 year’s time 
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Step 1.  
Business needs

Business problem or opportunity.  
Describe business problem or opportunity that needs to be addressed.

Business benefits.  
Describe the outcomes or benefits of successfully addressing the business problem or 
opportunity.

Benefit Success Indicator / Metric Current Performance Data Target Performance
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Step 2.
Audience needs

Identify the group(s) of people whose behaviour needs to change in order to achieve the 
business outcome / benefits you defined in step 1. Ask questions such as:

  Which roles or groups are in the best position to influence the outcome?

  If you could change the current behaviour of one role or group to achieve the best 
results, which would you choose? 

Your target group(s) might be everyone in a specific role, set of roles or function in your 
workforce.  For example:

  Frontline leaders

  Senior leaders

  Contact centre

  Production line workers

  All new starters

Use the 80/20 rule to identify the group(s) whose behaviour will have the biggest impact on 
achieving the outcome. This will help you to focus your effort.

a. Identify target groups
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Step 2.
Audience needs

For each group describe the actions they should take in order to achieve the business 
outcome. Stating this clearly and specifically will improve the relevance and impact of the 
solution.  Ask questions such as:

  If you were to watch someone from this group in the workplace what do you want to 
actually see them doing?

  What do you want people in this group to do that is new or different to what they do 
today?

Write a clear statement – or a short list of statements – about what they should be able to 
DO IN THE WORKPLACE. Ensure that each starts with a verb.  The table below gives poor and 
better examples of action statements.

Table 2. Action statement example

Poor Example Better Example

Appreciate what makes a meeting 
successful

Chair a successful meeting

Explain how to ask good questions 
in a sales call

Ask probing questions in a sales call to identify 
customer needs

Understand anti-discrimination law Select people for promotion in a way that complies 
with anti-discrimination law

Describe the settings on the 
production line equipment

Set up the production line to efficiently produce a 
batch of XYZ as per product specifications

b. Define actions
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Step 2.
Audience needs

Describe the characteristics of each group that are relevant to the actions they should 
take or to the design of a solution. see the worked example on page 15 for more detail on 
“characteristics”. 

Identify what is preventing each group from taking these actions now. You could start by 
saying: 

  Let’s look at each of these actions and identify what are the key factors that need to 
change so they can take these actions: knowledge, skills, motivation or environment.

  Knowledge - They don’t know enough

  Skills - They aren’t able to do it or need more practice to do it well

  Motivation - They don’t care enough about it, or don’t think they can do it even if they want to.

  Environment - The systems, processes, tools, technology, how they are managed or 

c.

d.

Describe group

Identify limiting factors
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Step 2.
Audience needs

A learning solution will develop knowledge and skills. If there are factors in the environment 
preventing a group from taking required actions then they will need to be addressed instead 
of, or in addition to, a learning solution. Use this decision tree to determine whether a learning 
solution is needed.

e. Determine if a learning solution will help them
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Step 2.  
Audience needs
Worked Example

Whose behaviour needs to change in order to achieve business outcome / benefits?  
How? What are their key characteristics? Will learning help them to do it?

Identify Target group 1 - Production Line Workers Target group 2 - Production Line Leaders Target group 3

What they need to do  
(ACTIONS they can take 
IN THE WORKPLACE)

Follow all food safety regulations on 
production floor. Perform in-line quality 
checks as per specifications.

Role model food safety behaviours. Do 
spot-checks on production line workers 
doing in-line quality checks.

Relevant Characteristics 
(e.g. experience, work 
environment and 
patterns, demographics)

Shift workers, paid by hour plus a bonus 
scheme based on production quantity. Low 
turnover. High proportion with English as a 
second language. Literacy issues.

A lot are new to role (<6 months in role). 
Have knowledge of production process, 
but limited hands-on skill. Spend a  lot of 
time in meetings.

Limiting  
Factors

Knowledge N/A
Yes – of the impact of leader behaviour 
on food safety

Skills N/A
Yes – to be able to do in-line quality 
checks so they can supervise them better

Motivation
Bonus scheme incentivizes quantity over 
quality.

N/A

Environment
Increased overtime due to increased sales 
may be impacting attention.

Need to get leaders on the production 
floor more.

Will a learning solution 
help them?

Maybe - Annual refresher training hasn’t 
been updated for 3 years so there may be 
benefit to refreshing it. 
Motivation and environment need to be 
addressed. 

Yes
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Step 2.  
Audience needs

Whose behaviour needs to change in order to achieve business outcome / benefits?  
How? What are their key characteristics? Will learning help them to do it?

Identify Target group 1 Target group 2 Target group 3

What they need to do  
(ACTIONS they can take 
IN THE WORKPLACE)

Relevant Characteristics 
(e.g. experience, work 
environment and 
patterns, demographics)

Limiting  
Factors

Knowledge

Skills

Motivation

Environment

Will a learning solution 
help them?
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  Action Mapping process by Cathy Moore  
https://blog.cathy-moore.com/action-mapping-a-visual-approach-to-training-design/ 
Guidance on writing action statements in Step 2 of our Needs Analysis tool draws 
upon Action Mapping as an information source.

  Will Training Help? Flowchart by Cathy Moore  
https://s3.amazonaws.com/cathymooremedia/will-training-help-A4.pdf 
This flowchart has been used as an information source for the simpler decision tree in 
Step 2 of our needs analysis tool.

  Performance Counsulting process by Nigel Harrisson  
https://performconsult.co.uk/what-is-performance-consulting/

  Performance Design Canvas by Arun Pradhan  
http://arunpradhan.com/performancedesign/

Advanced 
Resources 
If you found this tool useful and would like 
to take needs analysis further by digging 
into more detailed analysis methods we 
recommend looking at: 



Curation Decision Tool
Move beyond simple aggregation to quality gathering 
and sharing that aligns with the needs of the people.



This tool works best when used in conjunction with the other tools 
in this series 

1.  Needs analysis tool 
2.  Curation decision tool 
3.  Communication plan launch tool 
4.  The power hour tool 
5.  Improving impact tool 

© 2021 Emerging Stronger & Go1

Michelle Ockers
Learning Strategist

Laura Overton
L&D Industry Analyst 

Shannon Tipton
Learning Architect

These tools have been brought to you in partnership with  
Emergent Stronger — Shannon Tipton, Laura Overton and 
Michelle Ockers.
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Who is this tool for?
Any L&D professional within an organization who has 
responsibility for creating and sharing content to the business. 

When to use this tool?
   To help define curation goals

    Before sharing curated content to determine validity and need

   Before gathering content to supplement any learning activity

    To help others to begin curating their own content (supporting 

user-generated knowledge sharing)

Summary
By answering the questions within this tool, your curation skills will move 

beyond aggregation to quality sharing and curation. By developing 

strong curation practices and skills the business will see improvements in 

areas such as:

   Supporting performance through faster access to relevant content

   Facilitate/accelerate ownership/ self directed learning

    Encourage knowledge sharing through the re-use of  

user-generated content
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This tool  
will help you  
to determine:

 What problem are you trying to solve?

Audience readiness, what should people be able to do with the information?

Available resources, what content sources will be used?

Accessibility, how will information be shared?

Content potential and validate content as fit for purpose.

Your curation “next steps”

1.

6.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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How to use this tool
Use this tool to support your curation efforts to shift from simple content 
aggregation to thoughtful content curation. By using the “Curation 
Decision Tool” you will be able to determine if the content you are about 
to share is useful, applicable and relevant to the user. 

This tool is broken into three parts. Part one addresses five decisions 
that need to be made regarding the content and if it is fit for purpose.

Part two helps you decide what content to share. By answering a series 
of Yes/No questions, you will be able to make the decision if there is a 
specific piece of content is fit for purpose and should be distributed. 

And finally, Part three helps you create a communication plan that will 
drive use and effectiveness.
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 1.  Assess the Need: What business problem are you trying to solve? Is there an expressed need 
for the content? Describe business pain point.

By having an understanding of the real need or business problem, you will be able to search 
and share content that is more relevant to the audience. You are helping them solve a 
problem, this makes the content more impactful. 

 2.  Assess Audience: Who is the audience? Describe the user. New Managers? Frontline? 
Experienced Leaders?

Who should be engaging with the content? Knowing the target audience will help you to send 
information that is more beneficial and fit for purpose. Not just “leaders” but “sales leaders”, 
“new leaders” or “high potential leaders”. 

 3.  Assess Application: What should people be able to do after reviewing content? Describe the 
actions people should take upon engaging in the content. 

When sharing content, suggest to the audience how the information could be used. By 
demonstrating the usefulness of the content you are making the information more relevant to 
workplace day-to-day activities.

 4.  Assess Access: How will you share what you find? Describe how you plan to communicate the 
usefulness and availability of the content.

What is your communication plan for the content? Will you share it via email? Intranet? 
Enterprise social networks like Slack or Teams? How will people know the content is available? 

 5.  Assess Potential Impact: How will you know the content has been helpful? Describe how you 
will assess effectiveness.

What is the follow-up plan? How will you know people have benefited from the content?

Part 1. 
Assessing the content
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1. Assess Problem:  
What problem are you trying to solve? 
Describe business pain point.

4. Assess Access:  
How will you share what you find? Describe 
how you plan to communicate the usefulness 
of the content. 

3. Assess Application:  
What should people be able to do after 
reviewing content? Describe the actions 
people should take upon engaging with  
the content. 

2. Assess Audience: 
Who is the audience? Describe the user. New 
Managers? Frontline? Experienced Leaders? 

5. Assess Potential Impact:  
How will you know the content has been 
helpful? Describe how you will assess 
effectiveness.

Example: 
New Managers are struggling with 
constructive feedback. Managers are 
having a tough time balancing “being a 
friend” and “being a boss”.

Example:  
1. Direct email message with targeted 
message to all managers who have been 
in a management role less than one year. 
Resend nudge after one week.

2. Email general message to all 
manufacturing managers over one year to 
alert them on content with link. 

Example:  
New Managers will have tips and 
new methods to have constructive 
conversations while maintaining 
professionalism. 

Example:  
New Managers within manufacturing who 
are new to the management role. They 
have previous peer relationships with the 
people they manage. 

Example:  
Idea #1: After 10 days, send short 
personal email to ask primary audience if 
content was helpful.

Idea #2: After 10 days, send 2 question 
survey to assess usefulness.

Part 1.  
Assessing the content
Worked Example
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1. Assess Problem:  
What problem are you trying to solve? 
Describe business pain point.

4. Assess Access:  
How will you share what you find? Describe 
how you plan to communicate the usefulness 
of the content. 

3. Assess Application:  
What should people be able to do after 
reviewing content? Describe the actions 
people should take upon engaging with  
the content. 

2. Assess Audience: 
Who is the audience? Describe the user. New 
Managers? Frontline? Experienced Leaders? 

5. Assess Potential Impact:  
How will you know the content has been 
helpful? Describe how you will assess 
effectiveness.

Part 1.  
Assessing the content
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 1.  Potential Content: 
Link to the content with attribution (ascribing a work or remark to a particular author, artist,  
or person).

 2.  Brief Content Description:  
Describe the content and key takeaways.

 3.  Does the content about to be shared help solve the problem you have identified?  
(Box #1) A yes answer would indicate that the content is helpful to address the identified need.

 4.  Is this content relevant/meaningful to the audience?  
Is this content that the audience will use over and over again? 

 5.  Does the content “fit” the audience?  
Is the content focused on the person who is expected to use it? Example: Content for new 
managers is not a good fit with managers who are experienced. Ensure the content focus 
aligns with the audience. 

 6.  Are you able to assess impact?  
Assessing the impact will allow you to ascertain if you are hitting the goals of the audience and 
the business. 

 7.  Send date:  
What is the schedule for alerting audience to content or curated collection (more than one 
piece of content focused on the same topic)

 8.  Plan any follow-up. 

Part 2. 
Making the decision
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Part 2.  
Making the decision
Worked Example

Can you answer “yes” to the following 
questions?

By answering “yes” you are ensuring you are 
sending the right content to the right people  
at the right time. 

Potential Content, link and 
attribution

 Brief content description (what are  
the key concepts of the content?)

Does this content help solve the 
problem? Y/N

Is this content relevant to 
workforce? Y/N

 Does content “fit” the potential 
audience? Y/N

Are you able to assess overall 
impact? Y/N

Send date/s of content or curated 
collection

- Difficult conversations 
- https://emergentxgo1.mygo1.com/play/12929140 
- Go1, Learning Planet

-  Understand how to hold an effective difficult or 
courageous conversation

- Tools for giving and receiving effective feedback

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

For curated collection:  
Piece 1: 09/10/2021 
Piece 2: 12/10/2021 etc.

For single piece:  
Piece 1: 09/10/2021

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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Part 2. 
Making the decision

Can you answer “yes” to the following 
questions?

By answering “yes” you are ensuring you are 
sending the right content to the right people  
at the right time. 

 Brief content description (what are  
the key concepts of the content?)

Does this content help solve the 
problem? Y/N

Is this content relevant to 
workforce? Y/N

 Does content “fit” the potential 
audience? Y/N

Are you able to assess overall 
impact? How? Y/N

Send date of content or curated 
collection

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Potential Content, link and 
attribution
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Before sharing your carefully curated content, or curated collections, consider your 
communication plan.

Communicating the need for the content will help drive use and effectiveness, reducing confusion 
and frustration. Follow these steps to craft your communication messaging. 

1. Duration: 
Explain the duration of the content. This allows people to plan to watch/read or listen. 

2. Explain the “Why”: 
Why is this piece of content relevant to what they do? How will it make their job easier? Will this 
create an upskilling opportunity? People will want to know your thoughts about the content, in 
one two quick sentences. 

3. Explain the “What”: 
What are the key items to look for? Downloadable materials? Will the content explain steps or 

actions? What will the audience get for their time? Find two main takeaways to list. 

4. Determine the “how”: 
How will you post or share the content or the curated collection? 

Part 3. 
Sharing content

Pro-Tip

When crafting your curation 
communication, ensure it is 
conversational in nature. This 
creates interest, piques curiosity and 
encourages conversation.

!
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 1. Duration State how long it will take to read/
watch/listen to the content shared

 This video is 10 minutes long and perfect for watching over your morning tea. 

2. The Why Create a “why” statement. Express 
why this article/video/podcast will be 
helpful and relevant. 

There you are, face to face with a team member who has delivered another 
late report. What do you say, and more importantly, how do you say it without 
fracturing your relationship. Watch to learn more.

3. The What List any pertinent take-aways to 
encourage curiosity 

In this video are 5 easy and helpful tips you can put into practice now. Includes 
downloadable checklist.

4. The How How do you plan to post the content? You may have to post the content in a couple of different places to reach your 
target audience. Consider what your audience has easy access to: Slack, 
Teams, LMS, Email, Internal Social Network etc. 

Part 3.  
Sharing content
Worked Example

Step Action Example
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 1. Duration State how long it will take to read/
watch/listen to the content shared

2. The Why Create a “why” statement. Express 
why this article/video/podcast will be 
helpful and relevant. 

3. The What List any pertinent take-aways to 
encourage curiosity 

4. The How How do you plan to post the content?

Part 3.  
Sharing content

Step Action Map it out!



Communication Plan 
Launch Tool
Build a program launch communication piece to set 
program expectations 



This tool works best when used in conjunction with the other tools 
in this series 

1.  Needs analysis tool 
2.  Curation decision tool 
3.  Communication plan launch tool 
4.  The power hour tool 
5.  Improving impact tool 

© 2021 Emerging Stronger & Go1

Michelle Ockers
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Laura Overton
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Shannon Tipton
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These tools have been brought to you in partnership with  
Emergent Stronger — Shannon Tipton, Laura Overton and 
Michelle Ockers.
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Overview
Because there is no one-sized-fits-all communication strategy, this tool first helps you to identify 
the target audience and their expectations and then to plan the communication path. 

This tool will help L&D professionals to build a program launch communication piece to set 
program expectations to build motivation. 

The use of this tool will allow L&D departments to:

 1.  Plan effective communication before, during, and after a program launch

 2.  Set expectations and build motivation for the launched program

 3.  Gain and keep motivation and momentum for the launched program

This worksheet will address the following by encouraging the user to develop a communication 
plan fortheir program launch following this 3-part launch sequence 

 1.  Identify the target audience 

 2.  Determine content, resources and call to action

 3.  Plan delivery logistics, follow-up messages and timing
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Why L&D needs a 
Communication Program 
Launch tool? 
Many different elements of a program 
launch including program timing, complexity, 
and communication can make any launch 
challenging and difficult for L&D departments. 

Communication launch plan benefits:

  Harness influence of stakeholders

  Leave nothing to chance

  Simplify getting started

  Creating Energy, excitement

Communication launch plan challenges may appear in various forms such as:

  Improper involvement among the right departments/teams

  Lack of proper upfront communication

  Unclear team or program ownership

  No expectation of change

  Improper program kickoff

When challenges aren’t addressed the odds of program failure intensify.

Who is this tool for?
Any L&D professional within an organization

  Who has responsibility for kicking off programs

  Who is a program or project sponsor

  L&D leaders responsible for program success

When to use this tool?
   Prior to program development (part of the program kick-off);

   as part of program creation and;

   prior to program launch

   In conjunction with Curation and Needs Analysis tools
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This tool  
will help you:

Educate the audience:   
With worksheet prompts, design communication messaging prior  
to launch. Design content to educate and bring relevance.

Motivate audience:  
Identify “Call to Actions” for readers to complete

Keep Momentum: 
Design communication streams for after the launch

Plan Tools:  
Determine how communication streams will be delivered 

Plan Follow-up messages:  
Design follow-up and thank you messages

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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How to use  
this tool

How does this tool fit with other tools in the series? The needs analysis - feeds goals and 
stakeholders

    The curation - feeds messaging around audience and why

    The launch tool - brings those together

    The power hour - follows the launch tool - tailor your power hour to support the launch

    The impact tool - communication is a continual process, make sure you link your messages of 
success to your launch messages

Use this worksheet/checklist to support your program launch efforts. This may be the best 
program ever developed, but if people are unaware or uninspired to participate it isn’t of benefit 
to the organization. 

This tool is broken into three parts. Part one addresses identifying the audience for different 
communication pieces.

Part one Part two Part three

Target Audience Message ‘Call to Action’ Delivery Method

Message Objective Message Outline

Resources

Frequency/Date
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Who are you talking to, and what is the goal 
Why is this important? Each audience will have a different communication need. By targeting 
the messages to the appropriate audience you will ensure the message has relevance.

1. Begin by identifying each potential audience by job role or job position ex: 

a. Job role: Sales Managers

b. Job position: All newly hired sales people regardless of position

2. Who needs to know what? Do managers need one set of information and new hires another?

3. What is the communication objective for each audience? 

Part 1. 
Target the audience 
and objectives
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Identify the difference audience types (Ex: 
new hires) or roles (Ex. Sales Representative)

What desired outcome?  
(Objective by audience)

1. Mid-Managers
To alert mid-managers of learning  
requirements for leadership positions

2. High Potential Supervisors
To inform HIPOT Supervisors of learning 
opportunities to improve skills setting them  
up for potential career growth

3. Line Managers
To inform Line Managers of learning  
journeys available to them

Part 1. 
Target the audience 
and objectives

Self-Directed Leadership Program Example
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Identify the difference audience types (Ex: 
new hires) or roles (Ex. Sales Representative)

What desired outcome?  
(Objective by audience)

Part 1. 
Target the audience 
and objectives
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Planning the content message. 

Once you have determined the audience, it’s time to address the “why”. Why should this 
audience pay attention to the message? Answer the “why this, why now” question.

Questions to ask yourself when developing the message content: 

1. What is the value of the program/initiative (for each audience)?

2. How is the program/initiative relevant to the day-to-day work of the audience?

3. What resources will I need to successfully complete the plan (by audience)?

a.   Are there supplemental downloads, graphics, or videos that will need to be produced to 
make the message stronger? 

b. Do I need the assistance of marketing? IT? HR? Operations?

4. What is the “Call-to-action” for each communication piece (by audience)? 

a.   What do you need people TO-DO with the information Is there a specific action needed? 
(register, enroll, download, report back, etc.)

Part 2. 
Answer audience  
need questions
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Audience/Objective  
(Carry-over from part one to 
remind you of audience)

Content Call to Action Communication Outline: What is the message? Resources

1. Mid-Managers:  
To alert mid-managers of 
learning requirements for 
leadership positions

Register for program or
Decline program

<communication description> 
Program introduction
Why this why now (address objectives)
How this message connects to what they do
Benefit to reader  (professionally/personally)
Next steps

Downloads:
Learning journey map for mid-
managers
Career Map/Journey
Video
“What is a self-directed program”
“Why this, why now” by CEO

2. High Potential Supervisors:  
To inform HIPOT Supervisors 
of learning opportunities to 
improve skills setting them up 
for potential career growth

Apply for program entry
Register on interest form 
for later date
Decline program

<communication description> 
Program introduction
Why this why now (address objectives)
How this connects to what they do
Benefit to you (professionally/personally)
Next steps

Downloads:
Learning journey map for supervisors
Career Map/Journey impact of 
program to job role
Video
“What is a self-directed program”
“Why this, why now” by CEO

3. Line Managers:  
To inform Line Managers of 
leadership learning journey’s 
available to them

Register for interest
Decline program

<communication description> 
Program introduction
Why this why now (address objectives
How this connects to what they do
Benefit to you (professionally/personally)
Next steps

Downloads:
Learning journey map for managers
Career Map/Journey impact of 
program to job role
Video
“What is a self-directed program”
“Why this, why now” by CEO

Part 2. 
Answer audience  
need questions
Self-Directed Leadership Program Example
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Audience/Objective  
(Carry-over from part one to 
remind you of audience)

Content Call to Action Communication Outline: What is the message? Resources

Part 2. 
Answer audience  
need questions
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Planning the content delivery. How you will reach the reader is almost as important as what 
you are planning to say. In order to convince people to take action on your message, you may 
have to deliver the message in a variety of different ways, while still targeting the appropriate 
audience. This requires you to know the context of the job role.

Ask yourself the following:

1.   Where or how does this person usually receive organizational messages? e.g:

a.   Email

b.   SMS text messages

c.   Social Enterprise Network: SEN (Teams/Slack/Facebook for Work etc.)

d.   Mailers to homes

2.   How does the reader “work”? (design note - maybe a decision tree or flow chart)

a.   Do they check email/messages regularly throughout the day?

b.   Do they have access to email? 

c.   Do they check SEN once per day, once per week? 

d.   Do they have company issued devices that make them more mobile?
   Phones
   Tablets

e.   If yes > SMS text messaging

f.    If no (only laptops) > web pop-ups within LMS or intranet? 

g.   If no access to company assigned laptops > Mailers, posters

Part 3. 
Communication 
delivery
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3.   Consider frequency: Studies tell us people may need to see a message up to 10 times 
before an action is taken. Therefore planning frequency becomes an important factor.

a.   How many times will you send an email? This will require upfront planning. Once per 
week for 7 seven weeks before launch 

b.   What is the email follow-up or thank you? Will you know if an email has been opened? 
Will you need help from IT to plan? 

c.   If using methods outside of email, what will be the timing? 
    Home mailers: twice a month? Bi weekly? 
    Posters: One new poster every week to attract attention? 
    SMS text: One text everyday until a response is received? How often will follow-ups be sent? 
    Enterprise Social Network

1.   Messages delivered by channel?

2.   By group? 

3.   Pinned messages?

4.   How often will reminder messages be delivered? 
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Delivery Methods Frequency Follow-up

Email
Intranet announcement
LMS banner

7 emails leading to launch date
Intranet: Large Box Announcement
LMS Banner: Display ongoing

Track opens
Send follow-up to unopened after 2 days
Send thank you to opens reinforce CTA

Email
SMS text messages sent to 
company device
Intranet announcement
LMS banner

7 emails leading to launch date
Text Message Announcements (due to supervisors not being 
in front of computers regularly)
Intranet: Large Box Announcement
LMS Banner: Display ongoing

Track opens
Plan: 

   follow-up messages to unopened emails after 2 days

   thank you emails sent to those who responded to CTA

   text to ask if additional info needed

   text follow-up to non-responses

Email
SMS text messages sent to 
company device
Intranet announcement
LMS banner
Mailer to homes
Location Posters

7 emails leading to launch date
Text Message Announcements (due to managers not being in 
front of computers regularly)
Intranet: Large Box Announcement
LMS Banner: Display ongoing
3 mailers prior to launch and once per quarter for 12 months

Track opens
Plan: 

   follow-up messages to unopened emails after 2 days

   thank you emails sent to those who responded to CTA

   text to ask if additional info needed

   text follow-up to non-responses

Part 3. 
Communication 
delivery

Self-Directed Leadership Program Example
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Delivery Methods Frequency Follow-up

Part 3. 
Communication 
delivery



The Power Hour Tool
Create the space for your team to grow.



This tool works best when used in conjunction with the other tools 
in this series 

1.  Needs analysis tool 
2.  Curation decision tool 
3.  Communication plan launch tool 
4.  The power hour tool 
5.  Improving impact tool 
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Introduction
In the new world of work, we expect more from our teams – more agility, more resilience, more 
innovation, more performance.

At the same time, teams are facing more challenges than ever before with hybrid working 
pressures, automation and a constant demand to reskill and upskill to keep up.

What’s more

    As a team, we are learning all the time through our experiences, exposure to other ideas and 
through the courses and resources available.

    Rarely do we reflect on what we’re learning, make time to apply new ideas and share with 
others.

    Taking time to learn from each other doesn’t have to be onerous but it does need to become 
part of the rhythm of the team and the way we do things around here.

When we talk about learning, we’re not talking about initiatives that take time away from work but 
surfacing the opportunity to continually grow so that as a team we work smarter and at our full 
potential. As a line manager, you play a critical role in providing permission and space.

 So where do you start? 
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Introducing  
the Power Hour tool
This simple tool provides a framework for your to conduct a regular check in session with your 
team to help you celebrate and build your team’s true power. This tool is designed to help you 
unlock your team’s true:

Potential – by honouring the effort and interest of the team as we each take steps to improve

Outcomes – by encouraging sharing in pursuit of progress

Wisdom – by surfacing what we know so that we can become smarter in addressing challenges

Exploration – by providing permission and visibility to experiment and try something new

Relationships – by  building relationships and trust as we help each other grow

It is a simple conversation planner for you to use in a regular team meeting that will help you to:

   Carve out time and create rhythm

   Build trust and create permission to learn and explore

   Understand interests and create opportunity to practice

   Accelerate results and create new pathways of success

   Support self directed learning – and create new habits for growth
 

Unlock your team’s

P

O

W

E

R

Potential

Outcomes

Wisdom

Exploration

Relationships
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When  
to use this tool
This tool is designed as a regular, 
repeateable meeting template that builds 
up habits of reflection, sharing and team 
accountability for learning and growth. Whilst 
the format stays the same, it can be adapted 
to support the critical goals of your team over 

Use the Power Hour to reinforce new skills required to roll out a new process or system 
within your team (as part of a formal learning  or change management initiative )

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Use the Power Hour to encourage exploration of new ideas to stimulate innovation and 
problem solving

Use the Power Hour to surface and harness interests and provide peer to peer support 
for individual and self-directed learning
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How to use this tool
The Power Hour has two steps – Getting ready & the Power Hour.

Read through this tool fully before using it for the first time. Feel free to refer to the 
guidance notes during your conversation.

!

Getting ready The Power Hour

    You as leader

    Individuals in your team

    Group interaction

    Collect and reflect (what’s next)

This tool provides guidance notes for each step in the Power Hour process , including 
conversation starters/prompters, ground rules and meeting guidelines. These notes are followed 
by templates to guide the conversation and collect the output. 

A worked example is provided to show you what a completed template might look like and we’ve 
included some variations.

Step 1 Step 2
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Power Hour 
ground rules

Psychological safety is essential for the success of the Power Hour as this may be the first 
time your team has heard that it’s okay to learn, grow and ask for support. Because of this it’s 
important you are consistently sharing ground rules messages every time you have a Power Hour. 

The Power Hour is about helping each other learn and grow. In our Power Hour together we 
believe 

It’s OK 

    To be curious & not to be an expert (even in the things we are supposed to be expert in!)

    to keep learning through new conversations, new experiences and new insights from your 
Go1 library, or other resources and courses

    to have tried something new, even if it didn’t work - there is always something to learn

    to ask for more support or opportunity to practice

    to offer support to your team
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Getting ready for  
the Power Hour
Team Leader

 a.  Set goals: 

By be clear on what you want to achieve – sometimes it will be specific, at others it will just be 
an opportunity to create space for reflection.

 b.  Team preparation: 
To ensure everyone is prepared ahead of the Power Hour, share:

1. Power Hour template

2. Ground rules

3. Goals for the Power Hour

4.  The three Power Hour questions

c.  Lead by example: 
It is important as team leader that you are prepared. How will you answer these questions?

d.  Ask for help:
See the comments on variations for the Power Hour. Ask for help from your HR and/or L&D 

Power Hour conversation:

1.  What‘s new since last time? 
What did we learn and how?

2.  What have I done differently? 
What worked? What didn’t?

3.  What do I need from the 
team to keep on growing?
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Getting ready for  
the Power Hour
Team Member

 a. Goal for this month’s Power Hour is 

 b. Review the ground rules for  our Power Hour together 

 This is a space for all of us to learn and grow

c.  Getting ready
Check out the 3 questions that we will be reviewing in this month’s Power Hour

1.  What‘s new since last time? What did we learn and how?

2.  What have I done differently? What worked? What didn’t?

3.  What do I need from the team to keep on growing?

It’s OK 

    to be curious & not to be an expert 
(even in the things we are expert in!)

    to keep learning through new 
conversations, new experiences and 
new insights from your Go1 library, or 
other resources and courses

    to have tried something new, even if it 
didn’t work- there is always something 
to learn

    to ask for more support or opportunity 
to practice

    to offer support to your team
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Running your  
Power Hour

5 mins 45 mins 10 mins Wrap up!

Set the scene and 
ground rules

Individual power update!

a.  5 minutes per person or 
per buddy group ( when 2 
people team up together to 
learn something new – see 
variations on the Power 
Hour)

b.  Option: If the team is large, 
split into small groups to 
create a feedback session.

Collective reflection

What’s next?

Agree next collective 
action
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The Power Hour template
Keeping track of the conversation

Name What’s new since last time? What’s been tried and learned? What do you need from the team?

Keep the 
conversation 
going

What‘s new since last time?  
What did we learn and how?

   What did I learn?

   A new feature on a tool?

   A new model to try?

   Why was this important to you?  
How did you learn?

   A stretch assignment

   A new subject from the Go1 library

   A new conversation

What have I done differently?  
What worked? What didn’t?

   Be specific - how did you practice 
this?

   Small is good

   Repeating something from last 
time is good (we like building new 
habits)

   Experiments are good – whether 
they work or not

What do you need from the  
team to keep growing?

   A buddy or mentor?

   An opportunity to practice?

   Regular encouragement?

   Feedback?

   A challenge?

   What do you need from your 
manager? 

   What do you need from your peers?
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  Sometimes your team will be journeying together through a specific programme (e.g. on 
customer service, a new tool, wellbeing). Use the Power Hour to encourage key behaviours 
that you are looking to achieve through the programme

  If you are looking to encourage more ownership of self development within the team, set your 
goal of the Power Hour to discovery – what are people passionate about and how can we 
develop their passion?

  If a number of individuals are interested in the same goal encourage them to buddy up for 
the next month, to encourage each other and create accountability. Ask the buddy group to 
report in the next Power Hour

  Work with your L&D/HR team to set goals related to important company wide programmes

  Use the feedback from last month’s Power Hour to set the goals for next month

  Celebrate successes beyond your team (check in  with your L&D team to work out how to do this)

  Map the data – capture the small changes within your team and celebrate success

  This simple template encourages your team to have a healthy rhythm of conversations to 
encourage growth

  Explore the concept of coaching to dig deeper

  Never forget that you lead by example as a leader. Share your Power story regularly with your team

!

!

!

Variations of the 
Power Hour

Keep growing

Team up

Keep track, maintain momentum

! Set goals





Improving Impact Tool
Improve the impact of learning solutions through 
smarter conversations.
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Introduction
Driving better business value through learning requires ongoing engagement with others, 
particularly managers, to create shared ownership of solutions. This starts with smarter up-front 
conversations with people requesting support with courses and content. Using the Needs Analysis 
tool helps you to clarify the real need and goal. Knowing the goal is just the start. We also have 
to keep the goal in mind throughout the process of designing a solution, implementing it and 
supporting participants to apply what they learned in their work. This means we need to keep the 
conversation going to ensure we are providing support and tracking in the right direction. That’s 
what this Improving Impact tool is all about.

The Improving Impact tool will help you to have ongoing conversations that focus on key areas 
linked to improving impact:

 1.  Align learning to business needs
 2.  Support application of learning to work
 3.  Enable managers to support their teams
 4.  Evaluate progress against business metrics

By using this tool to have a series of conversations across the life of a learning solution your 
organisation will see improvements in areas such as:

   Shared responsibility for learning

   Effectiveness of learning solutions

   Behavioural change as a result of learning solutions

   Performance impact of learning solutions
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Who is this tool for?
Anyone within an organization responsible for providing learning 
solutions that deliver business impact. It offers a straightforward, 
practical approach to engage managers to share responsibility 
for delivering and evaluating impact that can be undertaken with 
limited time and basic data literacy. 

For those who would like to explore more advanced approaches 
to evaluation to supplement their Improving Impact conversations 
refer to the list provided at the end of this tool.

To use this tool effectively you should first have had an up-
front conversation using the Needs Analysis tool. It provides 
critical input to improve impact. If you have not already had this 
conversation do it now, even if solution design is underway.

When to use this tool?
Use this tool when you want to:

    Engage managers to share responsibility to ensure that a 

learning solution creates impact

    Make intelligent choices about what, when and how to evaluate

    Continuously improve a learning solution

    Demonstrate the impact you have created together
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This tool  
will help you:

Engage others, particularly managers, to create shared ownership of 
solutions

1.

Gather, use and share appropriate data to achieve all of the above6.

Approach evaluation with a growth mindset2.

Efficiently identify and make evidence-informed improvements to 
solutions

3.

Increase the business impact of solutions4.

Demonstrate the value that solutions have added 5.
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How to use  
this tool

Use this tool to plan and conduct a series 30 minute conversations with managers whose team 
members are participating in a learning solution. The tool includes three separate guides for 
conversation: (A) before, (B) during and (C) after. Review the duration of your learning intervention 
and plan how many conversations you will have and when you will have them. Refer to the visual 
roadmap below for examples.

Example for short, simple intervention

Example for longer, more complex intervention

Identify need

Need Analysis Before 
Intervention

Immediately  
after Intervention

6-8 weeks after 
Intervention

Participants take action in work

Use Needs 
Analysis tool

Use conversation 
guide A

Use conversation 
guide C

Use conversation 
guide C

Draft design Deliver intervention

1 2 3 4

Identify need

Need Analysis Before 
Intervention

During 
Intervention

During 
Intervention

Immediately  
after Intervention

6-8 weeks after 
Intervention

Participants take action in work

Use Needs 
Analysis tool

Use conversation 
guide A

Use conversation 
guide B

Use conversation 
guide B

Use conversation 
guide C

Use conversation 
guide C

Draft design Deliver intervention
Part 1

Deliver intervention
Part 2

Deliver intervention
Part 3

1 2 3 4 5 6
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!
This tool provides three conversation 
guides for use at different points in the 
life cycle of a learning intervention: 
before, during and after the intervention. 
Each guide provides suggestions for 
when to have this conversation, specific 
preparation, and questions to explore. 
Space is provided to note outcomes. An 
action log template is also provided to 
record actions from all of your Impact 
conversations for a specific intervention 
in one place. A worked example is 
provided to show you what completed 
guides and action log might look like.

Think carefully about editing or deleting 
questions. Each has been carefully 
selected based on evidence about 
factors that enable learning to drive 
business value.

Read through this tool fully before using 
it for the first time.

Use the guides to prepare for, conduct each conversation and record key outcomes/decisions. 
Record and track actions using the action log template in this tool.

Each conversation will consist of three steps:

 a.  Review the conversation guide

 b.  Define conversation purpose

 c.  Identify invitees and book the conversation

 d.  Review actions from preceding conversations and update the action log

 e.  Tailor the conversation guide if appropriate (e.g. add further questions)

 f.   Gather data

 a.  Ask questions as per the conversation guide

 b.  Note decisions and outcomes in the guide

 c.  Agree actions and note them in the action log

 a.  Provide conversation participants with a copy of the completed guide with your notes

 b. Complete your actions

 c.  Continue monitoring completion of agreed actions

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Prepare for the conversation

Have the conversation

Follow-up the conversation
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Conversation timing
 1.  After you conduct your needs analysis
 2.  After you learning intervention has been drafted
 3.  Before your finalise design and prepare to rollout the intervention

Conversation purpose

To ensure that:
    Your intervention is designed to support participants to take action in their work
   Managers are ready to support their teams to take action
    You have a plan to gather data and feedback to review learning and impact

Who to include
   Manager(s) of participants
   Learning designer

Conversation preparation

1.  Gather and review the following documents, and have them available to reference during the conversation:

   Needs analysis (or supporting data)
   Intervention design 
   Launch plan (if it has already been prepared)

2.  Ensure that you have current performance data for business metrics that the solution is targeting. These are 
identified in your Needs Analysis tool

Supporting Tools from the  
Go1 Step Further Toolkit

   Needs Analysis tool
   Communication Launch tool

Step 1. Prepare for the conversation  
Conversation Guide A: Before a learning intervention
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Questions to explore improving impact by supporting participants to take action and 
enabling manager support

Outcomes/Decisions 
Record all actions in the action log

Evaluating progress against business metrics

    What business metrics are we going to use to monitor impact? (refer to Needs Analysis tool) 
Have we identified current performance (i.e. baseline) and set target performance against 
these metrics? When and how will we gather and review performance data?

Supporting participants to take action in their work

    How are the practice activities relevant and realistic?
    How could the solution make better use of opportunities for people to learn on the job?
    What resources will individuals be able to access to support their performance as they work? 

How will we make them easy to find and access?

Enabling managers to support their teams

    When and how will managers discuss the outcomes and application with team members? What 
information and resources will they need to do this?

    How will managers support their team to learn and apply their learning? (e.g. Power Hour tool)  
What resources do managers have/need to support their team? 

    What are the potential barriers for team members to learn and take action, and how can these 
be addressed?

    How will we gather data about improvement of participant knowledge and skills? How will we 
gather feedback from participants on what is helping or hindering them to learn and apply  
what they learn to their work? (e.g. short group debrief sessions, survey)

    Who will prepare the communication launch plan and when will it be prepared? (Refer to 
Communication Plan Launch tool)

Step 2. Have the conversation  
Conversation Guide A: Before a learning intervention
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Conversation timing
The timing of this conversation depends on the duration and complexity of the learning intervention. Where 
completion time is short (e.g. 2-3 days) and/or the intervention is simple, consider moving straight to ‘After a 
Learning Intervention’ conversation

Conversation purpose
To review participant progress
To review and support participant learning and action in their work.  
To review the impact of the intervention to date (if enough time has passed) and identify adjustments

Who to include

  Manager(s) of learning solution participants
  Learning solution designer
  Facilitator (if relevant)
  Subject Matter Expert (if relevant)

Conversation Preparation

1.  Review the action log. Follow-up the status of any open actions and update the log

2.  Learning data. Gather and review any learning data and participant feedback that is available e.g.:
  Activity data (e.g. attendance)
  Engagement data (e.g. content access/views/completions)
  Participant learning (e.g. knowledge and competency checks)
  Participant feedback on what is helping and hindering them to learn and apply their learning

3.  Business data (for interventions of longer duration). Performance data for business metrics that the 
intervention is targeting. Refer to the baseline data and most current data

4. Bring a copy of the communication launch plan to the conversation

Supporting tools from the  
Go1 Step Further Toolkit

   Needs Analysis tool
   Communication Plan Launch tool
   Power Hour tool

Step 1. Prepare for the conversation  
Conversation Guide B: During a learning intervention
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Questions to review progress and participant support 
(for longer and/or more complex learning interventions)

Outcomes/Decisions 
Record all actions in the action log

Supporting participants to take action in their work

    What conversations has the manager had with their team members about the intervention?  
What have they heard or observed regarding participant learning, behaviour or performance?

    To what extent is participant knowledge and skills are improving? (What does the data say?  
What do the facilitators say?)

    What is helping participants to learn and take action? (*Refer to guidance below)
   What might be hindering participants to learn and take action? (*Refer to guidance below)

* Guidance for two questions above:
Look at your data and what participants and facilitators are saying. Also consider factors such as:

   Learning materials and content
   Practice opportunities
   Feedback to participants on their progress
   Peer interaction and support
   Resources they can access and use on the job
   Aspects of the work itself or the workplace environment

Enabling managers to support their teams

    How will the manager support their team members to take action? Do they have all the resources 
they need? Has a Power Hour been planned? (Refer to Power Hour tool)  

Evaluating progress against business metrics

    How does current performance on business metrics to baseline and target levels? How might 
the learning be impacting performance? What else is happening that might be impacting 
performance?  

 

Step 2. Have the conversation  
Conversation Guide B: During a learning intervention
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Conversation timing
This conversation should be conduct at the end of delivery/participant completion of the intervention.  A sub-set 
of the conversation questions can also be used for a final review of impact 6-8 weeks after completion of the 
intervention 

Conversation purpose

To review participant learning outcomes
To identify how to improve support to participants to take action in their work
To review intervention impact to date and identify how to improve impact
To identify improvements for future cohorts participating in the intervention

Who to include

   Manager(s) of participants
   Learning designer
   Facilitator (if relevant)
   Subject Matter Expert (if relevant)

Conversation Preparation

 1.  Review the action log. Follow-up the status of any open actions and update the log

 2.  Learning data. Gather and review any learning data and participant feedback that is available e.g.:
   Activity data (e.g. attendance)
   Engagement data (e.g. content access/views/completions)
   Participant learning (e.g. knowledge and competency checks)
   Participant feedback on learning effectiveness (e.g. relevance, comprehension, practice, motivation to apply)

3.  Business data. Performance data for business metrics that the intervention is targeting. Refer to the baseline 
data and current data

Supporting Tools from the  
Go1 Step Further Toolkit

   Needs Analysis tool
   Power Hour tool

Step 1. Prepare for the conversation  
Conversation Guide C: After a learning intervention
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Questions to explore participant support, outcomes and impact, and identify improvements  
for future cohorts.

Outcomes/Decisions 
Record all actions in the action log

Evaluating progress against business metrics

    How does current performance on business metrics compare to baseline and target levels? How might the 
learning have impacted performance? What else has happened that might have impacted performance?

Supporting participants to take action in their work

    What conversations has the manager had with their team members since our last Improving Impact 
conversation? What have they heard or observed regarding changes to participant learning, behaviour or 
performance?

    Are participant knowledge and skills at the required level? (What does the data say? What do the facilitators 
say?) What action, if any, is required to close gaps?

    What is helping participants to learn and take action? (*Refer to guidance below)
    What might be hindering participants to learn and take action? (*Refer to guidance below)

Guidance for two questions above:
    Look at your data and what participants and facilitators are saying.
    Also consider factors such as:
    Learning materials and content
    Practice opportunities
    Feedback to participants on their progress
    Peer interaction and support
    Resources they can access and use on the job
    Aspects of the work itself or the workplace environment

    What are the barriers are limiting team members taking action, and how can these be addressed?

Enabling managers to support their teams

    How is the manager supporting their teams to apply their learning? Has a Power Hour been done? Are any 
planned? (Refer to Power Hour tool) What is working well? What else could they do? 

Improving the intervention for future cohorts

    For future cohorts completing this program what should we start/stop/continue?

Step 2. Have the conversation  
Conversation Guide C: After a learning intervention
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Improving Impact - Action Log

Name Action Assigned to Target completion date Status
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  What is Learning Evaluation  
https://www.watershedlrs.com/blog/learning-evaluation/what-is-learning-evaluation/

  This series of articles by Watershed provides an introduction to the following 
evaluation models:

  Kirkpatrick Learning Evaluation Model

  Kaufman Learning Evaluation Levels

  Brinkerhoff Learning Evaluation Method

  Anderson Model for Learning Evaluation

  Phillips Model for Learning Evaluation

  Learning Evaluation & Pheromone Analytics

Advanced 
Resources 
If you would like to explore more advanced 
approaches to evaluation to supplement 
their Improving Impact conversations we 
recommend looking at:
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